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HTTPS Traffic Dilemma
HTTPS Traffic
Encryption is the commonly used solution to guarantee
privacy and security.
Based on Netcraft survey, 48% of websites moved to HTTPS
with and increase of (+22%) since January 2013.
The Dilemma
Content providers need SECURING contents over the Web.
A local network administrator (from a company or university)
that needs to monitor/filter access to some HTTPS websites.
The Main Issue
How can we monitor HTTPS traffic?
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HTTPS Traffic Monitoring
Legacy solutions don’t work
Port Based, DNS and IP address are not reliable [1].
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI): Encrypted traffic challenge [2].
Current solutions drawbacks
Certificate Filtering: single certificate for multiple domains [3].
HTTPS Proxy: It’s hardly acceptable to trust third-party to
screen sensitive information.
The Recent Method to Monitor HTTPS
Using Server Name Indication (SNI) extension for HTTPS traffic
identification and filtering.
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Overview of SNI
What is SNI ?
SNI is an extension inside
Client Hello Message.
SNI originally proposed to
support virtual hosting for
websites use HTTPS [4].
SNI helps the server for
mapping between the
requested domain from the
client/browser and the
corresponding SSL/TLS
server certificate [5]. Figure : TLS Handshake
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Overview of SNI
Why SNI ?
SNI is a simply extracted value from the extensions list.
Most of Web browsers and servers OS support SNI [4]
The user’s privacy is untouched.
Implemented in many firewalls system such as Sphirewall and
SOPHOS.
Figure : Server-name in SNI Extension
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SNI-Based HTTPS Filtering
Figure : SNI Filtering Sequence Diagram
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SNI-Based HTTPS Filtering
What about the reliability of SNI-Filtering ?
The usage of SNI for identifying the source of HTTPS traffic needs
to be evaluated.
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Strategies Exploiting SNI-Filtering Weakness
1. Backward Compatibility
Based on RFC6066, meaning that TLS clients that support the
extensions can talk to TLS servers that do not support the
extensions, and vice versa [5].
2. Shared Server Certificate
The alternative name field in the certificate standard X.509 makes
it possible to hold a set of domain names using the same
certificate [3].
# Bypassing Firewall Systems
These weaknesses can be used for circumventing firewalls relying
on SNI to monitor and filter HTTPS traffic.
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1. Backward Compatibility
Backward compatibility can be used to cheat firewalls as follow:
1 Remove SNI extension form the client-hello.
2 Insert an alternative/faked ”server-name” in the SNI.
Example: assume Facebook is blocked
Create TLS Java Socket :
TARGET HTTPS SERVER=facebook.com
TARGET HTTPS PORT=443
Create SNI Object with server name=bypassf@ceb00k.com
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2. Shared Server Certificate
This can be used to get access to a banned website by sending the
SNI for non-banned websites sharing the same server certificate
Example: assume Youtube is blocked
Create TLS Java Socket :
TARGET HTTPS SERVER=maps.google.com
TARGET HTTPS PORT=443
Create SNI Object with server name=maps.google.com
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Implementation of a Web Browser Plug-in
Escape
An add-on named Escape1 developed for the Firefox web
browser.
The motivation is the strong relation between our work and
web browsing.
Escape is the technical solution we chose to get the control
over the TLS handshake.
How it works?
It works as a LOCAL MITM that intercepts the web browser
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Implementation of a Web Browser Plug-in
Figure : Escape plug-in interaction
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Evaluation
Evaluation against SNI-based firewalls
Firewall systems with HTTPS filtering based on SNI:
Sphirewall (0.9.9.27)
IPFire (2.15)
Untangle NG Firewall (10.2.1)
Some tested websites: Google Search, Facebook,Youtube,
Twitter, Linkedin, Blogger, Netflix, Dropbox, ..etc.
Results
All tested web servers implement backward compatibility
following RFC6066.
We successfully tested the plug-in against 3 firewalls and Top
20 visited websites.
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Conclusion and Future Works
Conclusion
The amount of HTTPS website increasing rapidly.
SNI-Filtering has two weaknesses, regarding the backward
compatibility and multiple services using a single certificate.
The ”Escape” plug-in is our proof of concept exploiting SNI
weaknesses.
Future Works
Develop a new generation of monitoring tools and methods
using advanced machine learning techniques to classify
HTTPS traffic.
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